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Theoretical Fundamentals of Atmospheric Optics 2008 the book describes the theoretical
fundamentals of atmospheric optics as a science of propagation transformation and generation of
electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere from ultraviolet to microwave radiation the main
characteristics of the planets of the solar system and their atmospheres are given the equation
of the transfer of radiation in different spectral ranges absorption of radiation by atmospheric
gases and aerosol molecular aerosol and other types of nonresonant scattering atmospheric
refraction reflection of radiation from the surface and glow of the atmosphere are discussed
methods of calculating radiation for the solar and thermal range of the spectrum are outlined
problems of radiation energetics and remote probing of the atmosphere are discussed 1 solar
system planets and the sun 2 earth s atmosphere 3 propagation of radiation in atmosphere 4
molecular absorption in atmosphere 5 scattering of light in atmosphere 6 optical properties of
underlying surfaces 7 fundamentals of theory of transfer of natural radiation of atmosphere 8
main concepts of theory of transfer of solar radiation 9 radiation energetics of the
atmosphereunderlying suface system 10 radiation as a source of information on optical and
physical parameters of planet atmospheres
Field Guide to Atmospheric Optics 2019 the material in this field guide includes a review of
classical kolmogorov turbulence theory gaussian beam waves in free space and atmospheric effects
on a propagating optical wave these atmospheric effects have great importance in a variety of
applications like imaging free space optical communications laser radar and remote sensing this
field guide presents tractable mathematical models from which the practitioner can readily
determine beam spreading beam wander spatial coherence radius fried s parameter angle of arrival
fluctuations scintillation aperture averaging effects fade probabilities bit error rates and
enhanced backscatter effects among others there have been a number of new model developments in
atmospheric propagation of a laser beam since the first edition of this field guide to
atmospheric optics many of which are included in this second edition the subject of atmospheric
optics is more extensive than that presented here for example most treatments of the subject
matter concentrate heavily on the scattering and absorption by the molecular gases particulates
and aerosols in the atmosphere this usually also includes a detailed analysis of the wind
temperature and pressure particularly as a function of altitude another area of concentration in
many treatments of the subject takes into account meteorological optics which is a fascinating
area all of its own the subject of optical phenomena is often presented in great detail covering
rainbows halos mirages red sunsets and so on
Atmospheric Optics 1995-12-31 this monograph is devoted to urgent questions of the theory and
applications of the monte carlo method for solving problems of atmospheric optics and hydrooptics
the importance of these problems has grown because of the increas ing need to interpret optical
observations and to estimate radiative balance precisely for weather forecasting inhomogeneity
and sphericity of the atmos phere absorption in atmospheric layers multiple scattering and
polarization of light all create difficulties in solving these problems by traditional methods of
computational mathematics particular difficulty arises when one must solve nonstationary problems
of the theory of transfer of narrow beams that are connected with the estimation of spatial
location and time characteristics of the radiation field the most universal method for solving
those problems is the monte carlo method which is a numerical simulation of the radiative
transfer process this process can be regarded as a markov chain of photon collisions in a medium
which result in scattering or absorption the monte carlo tech nique consists in computational
simulation of that chain and in constructing statistical estimates of the desired functionals the
authors of this book have contributed to the development of mathemati cal methods of simulation
and to the interpretation of optical observations a series of general method using monte carlo
techniques has been developed the present book includes theories and algorithms of simulation
numerical results corroborate the possibilities and give an impressive prospect of the
applications of monte carlo methods
The Monte Carlo Methods in Atmospheric Optics 2013-04-17 the book deals with theoretical
fundamentals of atmospheric optics as a science of propagation transformation and generation in
the atmosphere of electromagnetic radiation from the ultraviolet to microwave range of the
spectrum the main characteristics of the planets of the solar system and their atmospheres are
given special attention is given to the transfer equations of radiation in different spectrum
ranges absorption of radiation by atmospheric gases and aerosol molecular aerosol and other types
of non resonant scattering atmospheric refraction reflection of radiation from the surface glow
of the atmosphere problems of radiation energetics and remote probing of the atmosphere are also
discussed
Theoretical Fundamentals Of Atmospheric Optics 2008-01-01 introduces the physical processes and
meteorology required to understand the behaviour of light and radiation in the atmosphere
integrating the treatment of atmospheric optics from the ultraviolet to the microwave the book
presents a detailed overview together with discussions on the associated meteorology and
atmospheric composition which gives the meteorological background necessary to deal with the
varying conditions found in the real atmosphere mathematical details provide a concise
description of results thus allowing readers with a knowledge of meteorology or a single
wavelength region to comprehend the transmission emission and scattering in all wavelength
regions rayleigh and mie scattering are covered as well as the aerosol and raindrop distributions
found in the atmosphere detailed models of the atmosphere and the distribution of trace gases are
supplied and finally a chapter is devoted to standardised software and available data bases
Astrometry and Astrophysics, No. 5 1970 a large modified polar nephelometer was constructed for
the purpose of making high altitude atmospheric optics measurements the instrument is balloon
borne and measures the angular volume scattering function from ground to better than 26 km in
absolute quantities the results of the initial flight with the unit are presented and they depict
the variability in this parameter over the altitude profile for three scattering angles and four
wavelengths in addition the polarization and the forward to backscatter ratio of the scattered
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light are shown to be sensitive indicators of the atmosphere s vertical aerosol structure the
import of these preliminary results is however in pointing out the capabilities of this
instrument which can provide quantitative information on fundamental optical parameters of the
atmosphere without the constraints inherent in other techniques
Twilight 2013-12-11 proceedings of spie present the original research papers presented at spie
conferences and other high quality conferences in the broad ranging fields of optics and
photonics these books provide prompt access to the latest innovations in research and technology
in their respective fields proceedings of spie are among the most cited references in patent
literature
Atmospheric Transmission, Emission and Scattering 2013-10-24 spie milestones are collections of
seminal papers from the world literature covering important discoveries and developments in
optics and photonics
Twilight 1966-01-01 the most comprehensive and up to date optics resource available prepared
under the auspices of the optical society of america the five carefully architected and cross
referenced volumes of the handbook of optics third edition contain everything a student scientist
or engineer requires to actively work in the field from the design of complex optical systems to
world class research and development methods this definitive publication provides unparalleled
access to the fundamentals of the discipline and its greatest minds individual chapters are
written by the world s most renowned experts who explain illustrate and solve the entire field of
optics each volume contains a complete chapter listing for the entire handbook extensive chapter
glossaries and a wealth of references this pioneering work offers unprecedented coverage of
optics data techniques and applications volume v covers atmospheric optics modulators fiber
optics and x ray and neutron optics
Optics of the Atmosphere 1976 the book introduces optical wave propagation in the irregular
turbulent atmosphere and the relations to laser beam and lidar applications for both optical
communication and imaging it examines atmosphere fundamentals structure and content it explains
specific situations occurring in the irregular atmosphere and for specific natural phenomena that
affect optical ray and laser beam propagation it emphasizes how to use lidar to investigate
atmospheric phenomena and predict primary parameters of the irregular turbulent atmosphere and
suggests what kinds of optical devices to operate in different atmospheric situations to minimize
the deleterious effects of natural atmospheric phenomena
Atmospheric Optics Measurements with a Balloon-borne Nephelometer 1971 this monograph undertakes
to present systematically the methods for solving inverse problems of lidar sensing of the
atmosphere with emphasis on lidar techniques that are based on the use of light scattering by
aerosols the theory of multi frequency lidar sensing as a new method for studying the
microphysical and optical characteristics of aerosol formations is also pre sented in detail the
possibilities of this theory are illustrated by the experimental results on microstructure
analysis of tropospheric and low stratospheric aerosols obtained with ground based two and three
frequency lidars the lidar facilities used in these experimental studies were construc ted at the
institute of atmospheric optics s8 ussr academy of sciences some aspects of remote control of
dispersed air pollution using lidar systems are also considered a rigorous theory for inverting
the data of polarization lidar measure ments is discussed along with its application to remote
measurement of the complex index of refraction of aerosol substances and the microstructure pa
rameters of background aerosols using double ended lidar schemes solutions to such important
problems as the separation of contributions due to rayleigh molecular and mie aerosol light
scattering into the total backscatter are ob tained by using this theory lidar polarization
measurements are shown to be useful in this case the efficiency of the methods suggested here for
inter preting the lidar polarization measurements is illustrated by experimental results on the
investigation of the microphysical parameters of natural aero sols and artificial smokes using
polarization nephelometers
Twilight 1995-12-31 includes proceedings vol 7821
International Symposium on Atmospheric and Ocean Optics: Atmospheric Physics 2003 includes
proceedings vol 7821
Atmospheric Optics IV 2011 includes proceedings vol 7821
Monte Carlo Methods in Atmospheric Optics 1980 a series of tables and charts is presented from
which the atmospheric transmittance between any two points in the terrestrial atmosphere can be
determined this material is based on a set of five atmospheric models ranging from tropical to
arctic and two aerosol models a selected set of laser frequencies has been defined for which
monochromatic transmittance values have been given for low resolution transmittance prediction a
series of charts has been drawn providing the capability for predicting transmittance at a
resolution of 20 wavenumbers separate sections are included on scattered solar radiation infrared
emission refractive effects and attenuation by cloud and fog
Conference Abstracts 1973 the theory of the scattering of light by small particles is very
important in a wide range of applications in atmospheric physics and atmospheric optics ocean
optics remote sensing astronomy and astrophysics and biological optics this book summarises
current knowledge of the optical properties of single small particles and natural light
scattering media such as snow clouds foam aerosols etc the book considers both single and
multiple light scattering regimes together with light scattering and radiative transfer in close
packed media the third edition incorporates new findings in the area of light scattering media
optics in an updated version of the text
International Symposium on Atmospheric and Ocean Optics 1999 since the publication of jerlov s
classic volume on optical oceanography in 1968 the ability to predict or model the submarine
light field given measurements of the inherent optical properties of the ocean has improved to
the point that model fields are very close to measured fields in the last three decades remote
sensing capabilities have fostered powerful models that can be inverted to estimate the inherent
optical properties closely related to substances important for understanding global biological
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productivity environmental quality and most nearshore geophysical processes this volume presents
an eclectic blend of information on the theories experiments and instrumentation that now
characterize the ways in which optical oceanography is studied through the course of this
interdisciplinary work the reader is led from the physical concepts of radiative transfer to the
experimental techniques used in the lab and at sea to process oriented discussions of the
biochemical mechanisms responsible for oceanic optical variability the text will be of interest
to researchers and students in physical and biological oceanography biology geophysics limnology
atmospheric optics and remote sensing of ocean and global climate change
Selected Papers on Atmospheric Optics 1995 this book is aimed at description of recent progress
in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing snow optics and light scattering light
scattering radiative transfer and atmospheric optics research community will greatly benefit from
the publication of this book
Atmospheric Optics 2025-05-28 unique properties of laser radiation including its monochromatic
properties polarization high spectral intensity coherence narrow beam divergence the possibility
of controlling the pulse duration and radiation spectrum and finally the fact that extremely high
power and energy create very favorable conditions for the extensive application of lasers to
communi cation systems systems for the lidar sensing and ultra high precision ranging navigation
remote monitoring of the environment and many other systems operating in the atmosphere the
operative efficiency of the above systems depends significantly on the state of the atmosphere
and the corresponding behavior of laser radia tion propagating through it this circumstance has
stimulated the studies of the above regularities during the passt 10 15 years for the investiga
tions to be carried out the scientists were forced to develop new theories and methods for
studying the problem experimentally moreover during such investigations some previously unknown
phenomena were observed among them the nonlinear effects accompanying high power laser radiation
propagating through the atmosphere are of paramount importance among the nonlinear effects caused
by high power laser radiation inter action with the atmosphere the effects accompanying the
propagation of high power radiation through the atmospheric aerosols are of particular interest
aerosols always occur in the atmosphere it should be noted that the microphysical and optical
characteristics of atmospheric aerosols vary widely this fact causes a great variety in the
features of their inter action with radiation
Wave Propagation in the Atmosphere and Adaptive Optics 2000 based on data from an experiment
which ran for ten years this book summarizes the results of the atmospheric physics department of
the st petersburg university and the main geophysical observatory the processed data now forms a
rich dataset of spectral values of radiative characteristics under different atmospheric
conditions the analysis of this database clearly shows that the solar radiative absorption in a
dusty and cloudy atmosphere is significantly higher than assumed to date both graduate students
of atmospheric sciences as well as scientists and researchers in the field of meteorology and
climatology will find a wealth of new data and information in this monograph
Handbook of Optics, Third Edition Volume V: Atmospheric Optics, Modulators, Fiber Optics, X-Ray
and Neutron Optics 2009-11-13 includes a directory of members in one issue each year
Actinometry, Atmospheric Optics, Ozonometry 1974 this book presents recent advances in studies of
light propagation scattering emission and absorption in random media many natural and biological
media vary randomly in time and space examples are terrestrial atmosphere and ocean biological
liquids and tissues to name but a few
Optical Waves and Laser Beams in the Irregular Atmosphere 2017-09-22 this book reviews the
spaceborne and airborne remote sensing of clouds including cloud lidar and radar data analysis
snow and soil reflectance spectroscopy and single light scattering by nonspherical scatterers
providing deep insights into the latest technologies it is a valuable resource for scientists and
postgraduate students alike
Inverse Problems of Lidar Sensing of the Atmosphere 2013-06-05 exploring the practical aspects of
atmospheric optical communication and light detection and ranging lidar applied aspects of
optical communication and lidar details the role of atmospheric structures in propagation
phenomena that influence the transmission of optical signals through perturbed atmospheric
communication channels it examines numerous situations in over the terrain atmospheric
communication channels including the effects of natural phenomena and the corresponding features
turbulences and hydrometeors on optical ray propagation bridging the gap between the parameters
of optical communication links and signal information data streams this concise reference
addresses line of sight los as well as obstructive non line of sight nlos propagation conditions
it also details the main characteristics of optical communication channels introduces the quasi
regular gaseous atmosphere describes numerous situations in the atmospheric communication channel
explains the main characteristics of optical communication channels complete with parameters for
information data streams the text also provides time saving suggestions for determining which
optical devices will work best for minimizing the deleterious effects of natural atmospheric
phenomena whether you re a researcher an engineer or student this book provides you with the
practical understanding required to use lidar to investigate all forms of atmospheric phenomena
and to learn how to accurately predict primary parameters of atmospheric optical channels
Actinometry, Atmospheric Optics, Ozonometry 1972
Optics: Vol. 5: Atmospheric Optics, Modulators, Fiber Optics, X-Ray and Neutron Optics 2009
Ninth Joint International Symposium on Atmospheric and Ocean Optics/Atmospheric Physics 2003
Atmospheric Optics 2009
Atmospheric Optics 2007
Atmospheric Optics 2008-01-01
Optical Properties of the Atmosphere (Revised) 1971
Light Scattering Media Optics 2004-08-05
Ocean Optics 1994
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2021-04-24
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High-Power Laser Radiation in Atmospheric Aerosols 1985-06-30
Short-Wave Solar Radiation in the Earth's Atmosphere 2005-12-05
Optics News 1979
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2018-01-17
Springer Series in Light Scattering 2020-02-21
Applied Aspects of Optical Communication and LIDAR 2009-12-28
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